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1.0 Introduction.
1.1 These representations are being made on behalf of Mr. and Mrs. T Ryland in relation to
land in their ownership at Tollerton. The extent of the ownership is shown on the plan
attached to the submissions made in response to the original Green Belt Review in
March 2016 . The whole submission made at that time is attached for reference and for
information.
1.2 The original submission made last year suggested that the Green Belt boundary should
be drawn along a defined line to the east of Tollerton. It was argued that in doing so
there would be the ability to protect important open land by means of specific policies
whilst retaining flexibility to make further housing allocations should the need arise
without the need to review Green Belt boundaries in a very short space of time. Sadly
that suggestion was not followed and it appears that a further review has become
necessary.
1.3 These representations are suggesting that all or part of the land in my clients’
ownership may be allocated as a housing site, or to assist the development of other
land by facilitating access or other uses. In order for this to happen the land would need
to be removed from Green Belt designation. For this reason these representations are
intended to cover both the Local Plan Part 2 and the Green Belt Review consultations.
1.4 The land has been identified in the Green Belt Review document as TOL1 and TOL2, but
in the Local Plan Part 2 the whole site is identified as TOL2. For ease of reference in this
submission it will be referred to as TOL2.

2.0 5 Year Housing Land Supply.
2.1 The document sets out the calculation for the 5YHLS and includes a 20% buffer. This
approach is supported.
2.2 The 5YHLS is based on the delivery of a few very large housing allocations and this is
considered to involve significant risks in terms of the rate of delivery.
2.2.1 If there are problems with the delivery of large sites then there is no
opportunity for any housing to come forward and this will have a significant
and long-term impact on the 5YHLS.
2.2.2 Large sites tend to be acquired by large national housebuilders as only they
normally have the resources available to provide the infrastructure needed
to open up large sites. National housebuilders will deliver at a rate which
suits their understanding of the local housing market and this is often at a
slower rate than would be the case with a larger number of smaller sites in
different ownerships. Within any one large site there may be multiple
ownerships and in my experience this may result in delays in bringing
forward such sites. Small sites each of which is in a single ownership offer
the best chances of achieving sustainable delivery rates.
2.2.3 When large sites are not yet ready ,for whatever reason, to commence
development, then it is necessary to estimate delivery rates. In my
experience the use of standard delivery rates such as that produced by
Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners can only be used with caution, as a very

rough guide. Such standard rates are not robust and must be treated with
great caution.
2.3 For the reasons outlined above I consider that it would be sensible and prudent on the
part of the local planning authority to seek to deliver the shortfall it has identified in a
large number of relatively small sites. The amount of additional housing should not be
limited or constrained by the 5YHLS calculation as this is, at best, only a broad guide. It
would be sensible to plan to allocate more sites than the calculation indicates necessary
to meet the shortfall. In any event the housing requirement is not a maximum and no
harm would be caused in the unlikely event that it is exceeded, and such a course would
be strongly supported by Government policy.

3.0 Green Belt.
3.1 Many of the most sustainable sites are likely to be located in the Green Belt. Such
locations are likely to be close to good public transport routes and will be close to the
main destinations for employment opportunities. These Green Belt locations should be
preferred to more remote village locations beyond the Green Belt. The allocation of
well-located sites through the Local Plan Part 2 will ensure that sites which may be
more harmful to the purposes of the Green Belt , or are less sustainable , do not come
forward through appeals, if a 5YHLS cannot be demonstrated. It should be noted that in
the recent Court of Appeal decision (Hopkins and Richborough Estates) the Court
concluded that where a 5 Year Supply did not exist then Green Belt could be
considered to be “a relevant policy for the supply of housing” and it would be
considered by a decision maker as “out of date” .
3.2 The assessment of potential sites in relation to “Green Belt Purposes” appears
subjective and in the overall assessment carries more weight than is appropriate, and
therefore fails to provide a balanced assessment of the suitability, sustainability and
deliverability of each site. The fundamental purpose of green belt is to retain land
“open and undeveloped”, so that all green belt sites must by definition fail this
fundamental test. The tests against other green belt purposes appear to ignore the
point of planned development. Each is considered in turn.
3.2.1 Check unrestricted sprawl. Planned development should not result in
“unrestricted sprawl”, as that is the point of the “Plan-led approach” to
planning as opposed to planning by appeal. Following allocation, sites of
appropriate scale can be “master-planned” to provide good , landscaped
,defensible and permanent boundaries and tjhereby avoid any tendency
towards “sprawl”.
3.2.2 Merging of settlements. The merging of settlements is assessed on the basis
of the extent to which any potential site “closes the gap” to existing
allocated sites. As indicated above, properly planned development will
ensure , through “master planning” that settlements do not merge and that
defensible and sustainable gaps are maintained between them. In the case
of the northern part of TOL2, there are good defensible boundaries to the
north (Little Lane) , and the northern part of the west boundary adjoins
Jubilee Wood. The gap to the Gamston/Tollerton strategic allocation,
although reduced in part, would be effectively protected by the TOL2 site as
an allocation.
3.2.3 Safeguarding the Countryside. It is essential to avoid a two-dimensional
approach to consideration of development of countryside. Analysis based on
a plan is frequently flawed. Just because a site appears to have development
along two or three of its sides does not make it any less important as
countryside than land which has development only along one side. Indeed
to the people who live there such a parcel of land may be extremely

important. It is often more important than a site which may only adjoin
existing development on one side. All new development, apart from where
previously developed land is used, is likely to involve a loss of countryside.
3.2.4 The setting and special character of historic settlements. Some green belts
were designated specifically to protect the setting of towns such as Chester,
York, Oxford and Bath. The purpose was not intended as a mechanism for
protecting listed buildings in villages which are not even defined as
conservation areas. Well-designed and properly planned new development
will help to protect and enhance the older core of villages such as Tollerton,
and nearby designated historic Park and Garden, and help the whole village
to become a better integrated settlement.
3.2.5 Assist in urban regeneration. This purpose is intended to seek to prevent
unnecessary development in the green belt so as to direct investment into
urban areas where regeneration is needed. When development in the green
belt becomes necessary, then this purpose can have no application. It is
irrelevant that there are no urban regeneration projects in Tollerton.
3.3 The green belt assessment process is flawed and does not provide a helpful or useful
guide as to the impact of sites on the green belt, or on their suitability for development
to help to meet the acknowledged shortfall of housing. In any event , a whole range of
other matters should be taken into consideration and these must include:
i.)
ii.)
iii.)
iv.)

Deliverability. Is the land in a single ownership and can it be brought forward
quickly for development?
Sustainability. Is the location sustainable in terms of access to employment
opportunities, schools, shops etc. by public transport?
Access. Can the site be easily accessed safely and without causing congestion or
disturbance ?
Constraints. Does the site suffer from any other constraints that would
prevent or make development difficult? These might include, ecology,
archaeology and other significant heritage assets, flood risk, contamination and
noise.

4.0 The Tollerton site (TOL2)
4.1 This land is in a single ownership and can be brought forward for development quickly.
There are no ownership or legal constraints to its development.
4.2 The land has frontage to a section of Tollerton Road on its east side and to Little Lane to
the north. Access could be achieved without the need to bring traffic through existing
residential estate development.
4.3 Tollerton has a reasonable range of facilities which would be supported and sustained
by new development. It is close to strategic routes into Nottingham and there is a good
public transport service nearby.
4.4 The site is not known to suffer from any of the constraints listed in iv.) above.
4.5 The land is not large enough to constitute a viable agricultural holding. It is in
agricultural use and is rented from the owners as part of other agricultural activity.
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